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1 Introduction 

The Australian Government Department of Health funded CSIRO to undertake a series of projects, 
known as the Primary Care Data Quality Foundations Programme. The programme was to be 
delivered though collaboration with the clinical profession, software industry, Australian Digital 
Health Agency, Australian Institute of Health and Welfare (AIHW). The objectives of the 
programme were to define the foundation data standards in primary care to support better 
clinical outcomes, enhance the usefulness of information in the practice record and improve 
interoperability of health information shared with other health care providers and organisations. 

One of the projects was to deliver the foundation for a Primary Care Data Dictionary which 
harmonises the different data definitions used across the Department of Health, industry and the 
clinical practice as well as the SNOMED CT-AU based Data Sets including, but not limited to, 
RACGP Record Standards, My Health Record Specifications, PHN Reporting requirements, PIP, 
National KPIs etc. 

Improving data quality by using a clinical terminology such as SNOMED CT in primary care medical 
records, will not only enable the safe and efficient transfer of records from practice to practice, 
but will provide increased opportunity to undertake data analyses to inform decision making at a 
local and national level.   

SNOMED CT is the nationally preferred clinical terminology with an increasing number of clinical 
and practice management systems and health care organisations across primary and acute care 
adopting the terminology for data capture, exchange, retrieval and analytics.    In recognition of 
the benefit of one standard terminology, the RACGP has recommended in the Minimum 
Requirements for General Practice Clinical Information Systems, a clinical useable reference set of 
SNOMED CT must be developed and implemented in Primary Care Systems (Royal Australian 
College of General Practioners, 2019). 

As a comprehensive clinical terminology which contains a range of codes from general to highly 
specific, using SNOMED CT in primary care systems allows clinicians to record what they want at 
the point of care. It allows the representation of clinically relevant information consistently and 
reliably. However, this specificity can result in a high degree of variability in data which requires 
processing to be used meaningfully for secondary use.  

As primary care software vendors and health care organisations continue their migration to 
SNOMED CT, those organisations responsible for the analysis of primary care data will need to be 
able to understand SNOMED CT, its structure and the best way to leverage this for reporting and 
analytics. 
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1.1 Document Purpose 

The purpose of this report is to describe how SNOMED CT can be used for analytics and reporting, 
and provide worked examples for implementers. The provided SNOMED queries are exemplars 
only and the corresponding FHIR ValueSets can be found in the Appendix. 
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2 Making data more useful for analytics 

Data analytics is the process of collecting raw data and transforming it into meaningful 
information to enable data-driven decision making. Different users have different requirements or 
business purposes for the data. 

Secondary use of health data requires a reduction in the variability in information collected to 
group information in to meaningful categories.  Currently, secondary users of data rely on the 
collection of classification data such as ICPC2 and ICD-10 to pre-process or pre-group health data 
into meaningful categories for data analytics.  

Although classifications such as ICD-10 and ICPC2 have been developed for data analytics, they are 
not flexible as they are pre-defined and users are restricted to using the data as grouped; these 
are also not suitable for clinicians to use at point of care as they lack the specificity and richness 
required, and so terminologies need to also be used.  

A clinical terminology such as SNOMED CT is comprehensive and detailed, containing hierarchies 
of codes with increasing specificity. When binding SNOMED CT to an information model, large 
comprehensive Value Sets are often used to allow clinicians maximal access to the range of 
relevant terms and a language which is clinically meaningful.  

In acute care settings, there is often a coding workforce employed to translate point of care data 
to a classification. Other times, clinicians may be required to “code” the classification in addition 
to creating clinical notes. In primary care there is no coding workforce available to translate or 
map data to classifications so, as vendor systems and clinicians transition to using terminologies 
such as SNOMED CT at the point of care, downstream data users require skills and techniques to 
handle un-processed SNOMED CT data to make it meaningful for analytics. 

It is acknowledged that some data custodians and analysts may be concerned about large 
comprehensive value sets, and whether the terminology contents need to be further constrained 
and bound to more granular data elements. 

This is due to a continuing requirement for data reduction which is the transformation of 
numerical or alphabetical digital information derived empirically or experimentally into a 
corrected, ordered, categorised and simplified form. The basic concept is the reduction of 
multitudinous amounts of data down to the meaningful parts (Wikipedia, 2018). 

While SNOMED CT provides a valuable and rich language for the clinicians to use to record and 
exchange information, aggregation of SNOMED CT codes is sometimes required in order to make 
SNOMED CT encoded data more useable, comparable or meaningful for data analytics.  

Using these techniques ensure SNOMED CT is valuable tool for data analytics, with the additional 
benefit of ensuring traceability between the clinical language and the reporting data, reducing the 
need for maintaining maps between terminologies and classifications.   

In order to reduce variability for secondary use and data analytics, the report demonstrates how is 
to develop aggregation strategies to leverage SNOMED CT’s hierarchical structure and formal 
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concept definitions to allow selective information retrieval to support analysis for a variety of 
different use cases, including patient queries, public health reporting, and clinical research. 

By developing these aggregation strategies and using available tools and techniques, it is possible 
to create standardised, predefined groupings suitable for national use cases as well as allowing 
flexible, ad-hoc queries suitable for local, bespoke use cases.  

2.1 Tools and techniques 

Healthcare data analytics usually relies upon sourcing of data from a number of discrete, 
heterogeneous operational systems. This data then needs to be cleansed and conformed to a 
common data model, so that aggregations can be performed across data from different systems. 
The common data model agreed for the Primary Care Data Quality Foundations is HL7® FHIR®. 

Aggregation involves the grouping of similar or related concepts to a higher-level group, much like 
how a classification would work. Higher-level groups can be defined to meet user’s needs and then 
SNOMED CT codes which meet the definition can then be collected. 

Combining a standard structure (HL7 FHIR), shared meaning (SNOMED CT) and a standardised 
technique for querying (ECL) we are able to extract meaningfully aggregated data for analytic 
purposes which can be standardised for national use cases. 

2.1.1 HL7 FHIR 

FHIR® is a global standard which is designed to promote consistency and interoperability in the 
representation of healthcare information. It functions as both a domain model, and an interface 
contract for agreed behaviour between communicating healthcare systems (HL7.org, 2018). 

FHIR’s data model can accommodate the vast majority of data elements required by most analytic 
use cases. It has also been designed with extensibility in mind, and can be used to model data 
elements that are specific to local requirements. 

FHIR also treats clinical terminology as a core and important part of the information model, and 
provides structures for representing defined sets of codes (ValueSets) for use in grouping data for 
analytic queries. A FHIR terminology server can then be used to expand these ValueSet definitions 
to determine the exact set of codes matched within a complex clinical terminology such as 
SNOMED CT. 

For more information on FHIR please visit HL7 website https://www.hl7.org/fhir/ 

2.1.2 Expression Constraint Language (ECL) 

Methods for automated aggregation can be developed by leveraging SNOMED CT’s structure and 
descriptions and combining it with modern technologies – Expression Constraint Language (ECL) 
and FHIR. 

The SNOMED CT Expression Constraint Language (ECL) is a formal, computer processable language 
to allow the searching of concepts using their structure, attributes and terms (SNOMED 
International, 2019). They can be used: 
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• To explore and analyse SNOMED CT Content 

• To create subsets of SNOMED CT content 

• For terminology binding 

A FHIR ValueSet definition can be based upon one or more SNOMED CT ECL expressions, to allow 
for rule-based definition of sets of codes within SNOMED CT, that can be bound to within FHIR 
data models and executed by FHIR-conformant terminology servers. 

For more information on ECL, please visit the SNOMED International confluence site here 
http://snomed.org/ecl 

2.1.3 A worked example using FHIR and ECL 

An example follows of a FHIR ValueSet defined by a SNOMED CT ECL expression. This expression 
matches all SNOMED CT concepts that are (1) a type of clinical finding; (2) have an associated 
morphology of laceration, and; (3) have a finding site of index finger: 

{ 
  "resourceType": "ValueSet", 
  "id": "fhir-ecl-example", 
  "name": "fhir-ecl-example", 
  "status": "draft", 
  "url": "https://www.healthterminologies.gov.au/fhir/ValueSet/fhir-ecl-example", 
  "compose": { 
    "include": [ 
      { 
        "valueSet": "< 404684003|Clinical finding| : {<< 116676008|Associated 
morphology| = << 35933005|Laceration|, << 363698007|Finding site| = << 83738005|Index 
finger structure|}" 
      } 
    ] 
  } 
} 

“Expanding” this ValueSet definition using a FHIR terminology server would result in the following 
results (as at the May edition of SNOMED CT-AU): 

 

Code Display 

10963371000119109 Laceration of left index finger 

10963571000119103 Laceration of right index finger 

713274004 Laceration of index finger 
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In order to demonstrate the utility of this technique, we have tested our demonstration queries 
using SNOMED ECL to create FHIR value sets against synthetic patient data. The results of these 
are displayed in the bar chart below. 

 

 

Figure 1 Bar chart of synthetic patient data produced using SNOMED CT, ECL queries and FHIR 

2.2 Aggregation for reporting and data analytics 

A reporting or “aggregation layer” can be created within SNOMED CT by identifying areas of 
interest or “mid-tier” categories, that users of data are interested in and then creating rules to 
group, or aggregate, SNOMED CT concepts which are subtypes of the category. These group labels 
may have the same label as existing SCT content or can be user chosen, and must have clear 
specifications of inclusion, exclusion or grouping rules.    

Generally, these specifications are use case specific and are designed to suit the business or 
reporting needs; these may be local to individual users or practices, but may also be more 
standardised and shareable across a health sector. These groups can be expressed as SNOMED CT 
FHIR value set using ECL. 

The key point is that these category specifications, and any “mid-tier” grouping requirements have 
to be designed by the user community to suit particular analyses or reports.  SNOMED CT is 
agnostic in this regard; it does not dictate how clinical concepts shall be grouped (unlike ICD or 
ICPC).  This allows SNOMED encoded data analytics to be tailored to suit a variety of downstream 
data uses.  
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Figure 2 An aggregation layer can be user selected within the SNOMED CT hierarchy based on the user’s areas of 
interest. 

 

2.3 Aggregation for partitioning for data capture or storage 

Aggregation can also be used to partition data as it is being captured and stored. 

For instance, a common concern is that the ValueSet for Procedures in a clinical system includes 
different types of procedures, and that these need to be partitioned and captured in distinct data 
fields.  For example, terms and codes extracted from Procedure data elements in Primary Care 
clinical systems show a mix of clinical/surgical procedures and non-clinical, non-surgical 
procedures. Downstream data analysts would prefer a clean separation of administrative 
procedures (such as referral, review, scheduling, planning) evaluation procedures (such as 
assessments, tests) and to distinguish non-surgical procedures or other clinical actions, for 
example, patient management and blood specimen collection and the like.  

While this is possible, the clinical users complain about increasing data entry requirements where 
these provide little added value to clinical practice. Desktop systems would have to be 
redeveloped to include distinct data entry boxes, and training and education on how to search, 
select and enter different terms in different places would be required; this shifts the burden onto 
already busy clinicians. 

Instead, we can partition these large ValueSets post-hoc, in whatever manner suits our analytic or 
reporting requirements. 
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3 Aggregation of Chronic Diseases – Diabetes 
mellitus and cardiovascular disease 

Techniques for the extraction and analysis of chronic disease data are not currently standardised, 
and Australian government agencies, software vendors, primary care networks, other 
organisations and individuals have each developed discrete approaches. The lack of standard 
definitions and inclusions for chronic disease reporting in Australia makes it difficult to aggregate 
and analyse this data nationally, leading to a diminished ability to measure the effectiveness of the 
health system in treating these conditions; there is no certainty that current approaches compare 
apples with apples, and indeed whether all relevant patient cases are included in these analyses.  
Missingness remains an issue.  

By developing a standard value set for reporting, it is possible to increase data consistency, 
transparency and comparability. Specifying a standard set also supports interoperability across 
sectors and among population health use cases.  

Diabetes mellitus and cardiovascular diseases were selected as exemplars to demonstrate these 
techniques, as these health issues are 2 of the 6 National Health Priority Areas and are also part of 
national key performance indicators (Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, 2017).  

3.1 Diabetes mellitus 

Diabetes mellitus is commonly grouped for reporting purposes into categories of type 1, type 2, 
gestational diabetes, and “other”.   

In the April 2019 release of SNOMED CT-AU, there are 358 Diabetes mellitus concepts with various 
levels of specificity. This specificity allows clinicians to record what they need for clinical use, 
however for secondary users of the data, the specificity and variability of data received is too high, 
causing confusion and difficulties in processing.  

The following ECL value sets can be created for diabetes mellitus 

• Diabetes mellitus type 1 

• Diabetes mellitus type 2 

• Gestational diabetes 

• Diabetic complications 

• Diabetes - other 

Creating value sets for Diabetes mellitus type 1 using ECL is a simple task, as there is a single point 
in the hierarchy for each of these concepts which can be used in the query.  

This ECL technique can be used to build ValueSets for data capture, but also to build a query for 
data retrieval.  The technique itself is reusable. 
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<< 46635009|Type 1 diabetes mellitus| 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 SNOMED CT hierarchy showing the descendants of the concept 46635009 |Type 1 diabetes mellitus| 

Diabetes mellitus type 2 and gestational diabetes can be done in a similar way using the following 
ECL queries 

<< 44054006|Type 2 diabetes mellitus| 

 

<< 11687002|Gestational diabetes mellitus| 

 

Diabetic complications 

Due to SCT-AU’s structure, to create a group for diabetic complications, a slightly more complex 
ECL query is required. The following query defines diabetic complications as any type of diabetes 
mellitus that is also a diabetic complication but is not a type of type 1, type 2, or gestational 
diabetes mellitus. 

 

 (<< 73211009|Diabetes mellitus| AND << 74627003|Diabetic complication|)  
   MINUS 
 (<< 46635009|Type 1 diabetes mellitus| OR << 44054006|Type 2 diabetes mellitus| 
  OR << 11687002|Gestational diabetes mellitus|) 

 

Descendants or self - 
All descendants of the 
specified concept and 
itself. 

Specified SNOMED CT code in the format SCT 
concept ID|SCT description| 
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Diabetes mellitus- other 

Terminologies such as SNOMED CT, do not generally support “other” type categories. These 
categories are context specific and are dependent on knowing what concepts are included in 
existing defined categories before we can know what things are to left to be included in an “other” 
grouping.  

 

 

Figure 4 Comparison of "other" groupings dependent on context – the inclusions in ‘other” are dependent on what 
is being grouped into the surrounding categories 

If it is clear what categories are being defined and aggregated, then the remaining concepts can be 
grouped together using a query.   

In this case, we can build a defined “Diabetes mellitus - other” with a definition of any type of 
diabetes mellitus that is not type 1, type 2, gestational diabetes mellitus, or a type of diabetic 
complication. Here we see that the inclusion/exclusion rules are properly specified, documented 
and can be processed (and re processed and updated) as requirements vary, or as the terminology 
itself is updated. 
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Figure 5 SNOMED CT hierarchical representation of associated diabetes mellitus concepts 

With this definition, we can build the following query: 

( 
  << 73211009|Diabetes mellitus| 
) MINUS ( 
  << 46635009|Type 1 diabetes mellitus| OR << 44054006|Type 2 diabetes mellitus| 
  OR << 11687002|Gestational diabetes mellitus| 
  OR << 74627003|Diabetic complication| 
) 

 

Results of the queries 

 Number of SCT-AU concepts 
(as of April 2019) 

Type 1 diabetes mellitus 43 

Type 2 diabetes mellitus 46 

Gestational diabetes mellitus 6 

Diabetic complications 180 

Diabetes mellitus - other 83 

Total number of diabetes mellitus concepts in SCT-AU 358 
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These are the mid-tier groupings we chose for demonstration purposes.  Other groupings are 
possible and likely, depending on the specific use-case.  What is essential to note is that the 
specification of ‘how to group’ is not dictated by SNOMED CT, but rather the user must determine 
how the data should be partitioned for reporting.  SNOMED CT structures, formal clinical 
definitions and ECL can then support those requirements and provide valid (and sometimes 
mutually exclusive) categories that reduce data variability. 

 

3.2 Cardiovascular disease  

Cardiovascular disease is a significant cause of death and disease burden in Australia and includes 
diseases of the heart and blood vessels (The Department of Health, 2019).  

As with diabetes, there are a large number of concepts in SNOMED CT - the April 2019 release 
contains 6492 Cardiovascular disease concepts, but within the collection of cardiovascular 
diseases, there are a number of specific cardiovascular diseases of interest. A number of these 
have been identified and ECL queries generated for them. 

Cardiovascular categories 
of interest 

ECL Query 

Hypertension << 38341003 |Hypertension| 

Atrial fibrillation << 49436004 |Atrial fibrillation| 

Ischaemic heart disease << 414545008|Ischaemic heart disease| 

Congestive heart failure << 42343007|Congestive heart failure| 

Stroke << 230690007|Stroke| 

Angina << 194828000|Angina| 

Coronary arteriosclerosis << 53741008|Coronary arteriosclerosis| 

Myocardial infarction << 22298006|Myocardial infarction| 

Heart failure << 84114007|Heart failure| 

Mitral valve regurgitation << 48724000|Mitral valve regurgitation| 
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Inflammatory heart disease << 64572001|Disease| : { 
  << 363698007|Finding site| = 
        << 80891009|Heart structure|, 
  << 116676008|Associated morphology| = 
        << 23583003|Inflammation| 
} 

Peripheral vascular disease << 400047006|Peripheral vascular disease| 

Aortic aneurysm << 67362008|Aortic aneurysm| 

Cardiac arrhythmia << 698247007|Cardiac arrhythmia| 

Raised cholesterol* << 166830008|Serum cholesterol raised| 

Figure 6 Cardiovascular categories of interest and their corresponding ECL queries 

* It should be noted that raise cholesterol/hypercholesterolaemia is not necessarily a 
cardiovascular disease but is an important risk factor for cardiovascular disease 

 

Cardiovascular – other 

An ECL for an “other” category can be created by generating an ECL query for identify all 
cardiovascular diseases that do not sit in any of the other categories. 

 

( 
  << 49601007|Cardiovascular disease| 
) MINUS ( 
  << 38341003|Hypertension|  
 OR << 49436004|Atrial fibrillation|  
 OR << 414545008|Ischaemic heart disease|  
 OR << 42343007|Congestive heart failure|  
 OR << 230690007|Stroke|  
 OR << 194828000|Angina|  
 OR << 53741008|Coronary arteriosclerosis|  
 OR << 22298006|Myocardial infarction|  
 OR << 400047006|Peripheral vascular disease|  
 OR << 67362008|Aortic aneurysm|  
 OR << 698247007|Cardiac arrhythmia|  
 OR << 166830008|Serum cholesterol raised|  
 OR (<< 64572001|Disease| : { 
       << 363698007|Finding site| = << 80891009|Heart structure|, 
       << 116676008|Associated morphology| = << 23583003|Inflammation| 
   }) 
) 
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Results of the queries Number of SCT-AU concepts 
(as of April 2019) 

Hypertension  133 

Atrial fibrillation 13 

Ischaemic heart disease 138 

Congestive heart failure 29 

Stroke 112 

Angina 31 

Coronary arteriosclerosis 21 

Myocardial infarction 89 

Heart failure 100 

Mitral valve regurgitation 30 

Inflammatory heart disease 180 

Peripheral vascular disease 1702 

Aortic aneurysm 50 

Cardiac arrhythmia 293 

Raised cholesterol 20 

Cardiovascular disease – other 3995 

Total cardiovascular disease concepts 6492 

Figure 7 Results of ECL queries from SNOMED CT-AU April 2019 release 

 

3.2.1 Mutual exclusivity  

It is important to note that the results of these queries are not inherently mutually exclusive, and 
there are overlaps in some of the categories. For example, atrial fibrillation is a type of cardiac 
arrhythmia so the number of atrial fibrillation concepts will be included in the number of cardiac 
arrhythmia concepts.  
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Figure 8 Distribution of cardiovascular categories of interests 

If necessary, mutual exclusivity can be achieved by explicitly defining the groups so it is clear what 
the inclusions or exclusions of the content is, and reworking the ECL query accordingly. For 
example, if it is deemed that atrial fibrillation and cardiac arrhythmia are to be mutually exclusive, 
the new categories can be “atrial fibrillation” and “cardiac arrhythmia not including atrial 
fibrillation”.  

Again, the analytic and reporting requirements themselves will determine whether mutual 
exclusivity is required, or not. In some use cases where individual Patients are being counted, and 
we do not want to double count patients and inflate our population, mutual exclusivity will be 
essential.  In other use cases, perhaps where we are interested in exploring co-morbidities or 
disease associations, mutual exclusivity will not be necessary. 

 

<< 698247007|Cardiac arrhythmia| MINUS << 49436004 |Atrial fibrillation| 

ECL queries are flexible enough to allow more complex and specific exceptions if required. 

Note it is possible to build custom tooling for defining mutually exclusive categories, such as 
ordered (prioritised) assignment of categories based on ECL queries. In this case, once a concept 
has been assigned a category, it can no longer be accepted into another category even if it fulfils 
the conditions of a later query. This makes for simpler ECL, but potentially obscures the treatment 
of concepts that match multiple criteria. 
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4 Partitioning for Procedures 

In primary care systems, procedures are usually collected in a single data entry field. This results in 
a mix of clinical/surgical procedures and non-clinical, non-surgical procedures and is often 
embedded into clinician workflow.  

However, there may be instances where it would be useful to be able to separate these into 
distinct categories. For example, during a practice to practice transfer there would be little utility 
in transferring all procedure history as clinicians would prefer to see only significant items. 
Similarly, during downstream analytics, a clean separation may aid data processing. 

The Procedure ValueSet can be partitioned and then applied to data extracted from the Medical 
History - Procedure in GP desktop systems, to identify the different kinds of Procedures that 
analysts wish to include or exclude from reports. A simple example to demonstrate this is shown 
in the table and Venn diagram below in Figure 9. More granular partitions are possible using ECL. 
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Figure 9 SNOMED CT concepts partitioned into high level groupings represented in a table and Venn diagram 

 

ECL queries can be developed to identify the different types of concepts that can be then either 
stored, identified or at least retrieved separately. 

For example, ECL queries can be used to separate out administrative and non-clinical procedures.  

These include: 

• Administrative procedures 

o Audits and forms 

o Request procedures 

• Evaluation procedures which includes 

o Assessments 

o Measurement of substances 
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• Management procedures 

• Specimen collection procedures 

• Referral procedures 

• Staff-related procedures 

• Education procedures 

Excluded are 

• Imaging 

• Surgical procedures 

( 
  << 14734007|Administrative procedure| OR << 119270007|Management procedure| 
    OR << 17636008|Specimen collection| OR << 700274009|Referral for procedure| 
    OR << 409073007|Education| OR << 223482009|Discussion| 
    OR << 389084004|Staff related procedure| 
    OR (<< 386053000|Evaluation procedure| MINUS << 363679005|Imaging|) 
) MINUS ( 
  << 387713003|Surgical procedure| 
) 

The remaining procedures in SNOMED CT represent the clinical content available. 

( 
  ^ 32570141000036105|Procedure foundation reference set| 
) MINUS ( 
  ( 
    << 14734007|Administrative procedure| OR << 119270007|Management procedure| 
    OR << 17636008|Specimen collection| OR << 700274009|Referral for procedure| 
    OR << 409073007|Education| OR << 223482009|Discussion| 
    OR << 389084004|Staff related procedure| 
    OR (<< 386053000|Evaluation procedure| MINUS << 363679005|Imaging|) 
  ) MINUS ( 
    << 387713003|Surgical procedure| 
  ) 
) 

 Please note that these are only a rough partition and further consideration is required, 
particularly around the Regime/therapy hierarchy within SNOMED CT. 
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5 Quality Indicators: Cohort identification 

Identifying cohorts of patients can involve combining different types of information, requiring the 
identification of a cohort with a specific type of diagnosis with another variable such as pathology 
tests, pathology tests or even another diagnosis. SNOMED CT aggregation ECL queries can be used 
to identify all the subtypes of a disease (or procedure etc) that have been recorded as a diagnosis. 
For example, by using an ECL query which identifies COPD and all of its subtype diagnosis codes, if 
a patient has been recorded as having |Pulmonary emphysema|, a result will be returned. 

These queries can then be used in conjunction with other information in the health record to allow 
identification of these high risk or of high interest cohorts or for extracting data for quality or 
performance indicators. 

 

Example 1: Patients with type 1 or type 2 diabetes mellitus, who also have a HbA1c recorded within 
the last 12 months 

Patient must meet the following conditions: 

Diagnosis code: 

ECL query to identify all SNOMED CT diabetes mellitus diagnosis codes of interest 

(<< 46635009|Type 1 diabetes mellitus| OR 44054006|Type 2 diabetes mellitus|) 

AND 

Has at least one pathology request, within the last 12 months, that requests a HbA1c test. 
Standards for Pathology Informatics in Australia prescribes the following code: 43396009 
|Haemoglobin A1c measurement| 

 

Example 2: Patients over 65 years of age who have received an influenza vaccine in the past 15 
months 

Patient must meet the following conditions: 

Date of birth is greater than 65 years prior to the current date 

AND 

Patient has an immunisation record within the last 15 months that refers to an influenza vaccine 
product 
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An example ECL query to return influenza vaccine products from 2017 and 2018 follows: 

  (( 

    (^ 929360041000036105|Trade product pack reference set| OR ^ 929360051000036
108|Containered trade product pack reference set|) : 30409011000036107|has TPUU| 
= ( 

      (< 1085461000168109|influenza trivalent vaccine 2018| OR < 899391000168108
|influenza quadrivalent vaccine 2017|) 

    ) 

  ) OR ( 

    ^ 929360081000036101|Medicinal product pack reference set| : 303480110000361
04|has MPUU| = ( 

      (< 1085461000168109|influenza trivalent vaccine 2018| OR < 899391000168108
|influenza quadrivalent vaccine 2017|) 

    ) 

  )) 

 

Example 3: Patients with type 1 or type 2 diabetes who have received an influenza vaccine in the 
past 15 months 

Patient must meet the following conditions: 

Diagnosis code: 

ECL query to identify all SNOMED CT type 1 and type 2 diabetes mellitus diagnosis codes 

(<< 46635009|Type 1 diabetes mellitus| OR 44054006|Type 2 diabetes mellitus|) 

AND 

Patient has an immunisation record within the last 15 months that refers to an influenza vaccine 
product (see previous example) 

 

Example 4: Patients with COPD who have received an influenza vaccine in the past 15 months 

Patient must meet the following conditions: 

Diagnosis code: 

ECL query to identify all SNOMED CT COPD diagnosis codes 

<< 13645005|COPD| 

AND 

Patient has an immunisation record within the last 15 months that refers to an influenza vaccine 
product (see previous example) 
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Example 5: Regular patients between the age of 45 to 74 years of age, who smoke tobacco, have 
diabetes, have recorded systolic blood pressure, total cholesterol and HDL cholesterol levels, age 
and gender recorded but do not yet have a CVD. 

This metric looks at observations, age and other lifestyle factors. The current model does not 
support observations such as blood pressure and cholesterol and lifestyle factors. These still need 
to be explored further and will be considered for release 2 onwards.  

It is important to note, that as data in medical records becomes increasingly structured and 
standardised in terms of information model and clinical terminology, it will be possible to use the 
data for more complex detailed cohort identification and longitudinal analysis.   
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6 Indicators for inferred diagnosis 

Before we can aggregate and report data, using these data reduction and aggregation techniques 
described above, we will require clean, conformant data that is not characterised by missingness 
or invalid data entries. Without clean data however, there will often be the need to infer 
information using only the information present in the system in order to use data for other 
purpose. This is currently being done by vendors with various methods for use cases such as 
cohort identification, quality indicators and reporting. 

Data quality in current primary care systems is an area of increasing improvement, however at 
present, there are instances where a diagnosis has not been recorded in the problem/diagnosis 
field. Often the clinician has documented only a medication or a procedure (service) and has 
neglected to complete or update the Problem/Diagnosis list (or data field). 

In some instances, it is possible to use non-diagnosis information to infer a diagnosis of a patient. 
These could be used for in a primary care system to prompt a clinician to enter a diagnosis or to 
allow retrieval of patients. 

Non-diagnosis information, or proxy indicators, use information from other parts of the record 
such as procedure history, diagnostic information and medication lists as a heuristic to infer likely 
missing information such as diagnosis.  

 

Example 1: Diabetes mellitus 

Diabetes can be inferred in a few circumstances: 

1. If there is a HbA1c>6.5% (48mmol/mol) (Australian Diabetes Society, 2015) AND the 
presence of diabetic medications e.g. sulfonylureas, glitazones etc. The HbA1c reading can 
be at any time point in the record as once treated, it is possible for HbA1c to maintained 
below 6.5%. 

2. Diabetes can also be inferred using insulin alone or some diabetic medications alone. 
However, care should be taken as some diabetic medications such as metformin are used 
for other conditions for example metformin for PCOS so cannot be used alone and would 
require a HbA1c level to reduce false positives. 

 

The following table identifies the substances in AMT used in diabetic medications. 

Diabetes medications 

Biguanides 

2318011000036103|metformin| 

Thiazolidinediones 

2568011000036100|rosiglitazone| 

2485011000036101|pioglitazone| 

DPP-4 inhibitors 

147651000036109|alogliptin| 

929804011000036103|saxagliptin| 

933240711000036108|linagliptin| 

35844011000036101|sitagliptin| 

85240011000036106| vildagliptin| 

Insulins 
2784011000036106|insulin detemir| 

2815011000036106|insulin neutral human| 

2790011000036100|insulin glargine| 

2816011000036104|insulin isophane human| 

2783011000036109|insulin aspart| 
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Sulfonylureas 

2169011000036101|glibenclamide| 

2170011000036103|gliclazide| 

2171011000036105|glimepiride| 

2172011000036104|glipizide| 

Gliflozins/SGLT2 inhibitors 

87461000036107|dapagliflozin| 

147671000036104|canagliflozin| 

682171000168108|empagliflozin| 

1228601000168104|ertugliflozin| 

 

2837011000036108|insulin aspart protamine| 

2817011000036101|insulin lispro protamine| 

2828011000036106|insulin neutral bovine| 

2785011000036105|insulin lispro| 

1168621000168103|insulin degludec| 

2791011000036107|insulin glulisine| 

2834011000036102|insulin isophane bovine | 

These can then be used to identify all products in AMT that contain these active ingredients (MPP, 
TPP and CTPPs). 

(* : << 700000081000036101|has intended active ingredient| = ( 

 << 2318011000036103|metformin| OR 

 << 2568011000036100|rosiglitazone| OR 

 << 2485011000036101|pioglitazone| OR 

 << 2169011000036101|glibenclamide| OR 

 << 2170011000036103|gliclazide| OR 

 << 2171011000036105|glimepiride| OR 

 << 2172011000036104|glipizide| OR 

 << 147651000036109|alogliptin| OR 

 << 929804011000036103|saxagliptin| OR 

 << 933240711000036108|linagliptin| OR 

 << 35844011000036101|sitagliptin| OR 

 << 85240011000036106|vildagliptin| OR 

 << 87461000036107|dapagliflozin| OR 

 << 147671000036104|canagliflozin| OR 

 << 682171000168108|empagliflozin| OR 

 << 1228601000168104|ertugliflozin| OR 

 << 2784011000036106|insulin detemir| OR 

 << 2815011000036106|insulin neutral human| OR 

 << 2790011000036100|insulin glargine| OR 

 << 2816011000036104|insulin isophane human| OR 

 << 2783011000036109|insulin aspart| OR 

 << 2837011000036108|insulin aspart protamine| OR 

 << 2817011000036101|insulin lispro protamine| OR 

 << 2828011000036106|insulin neutral bovine| OR 

 << 2785011000036105|insulin lispro| OR 

 << 1168621000168103|insulin degludec| OR 

 << 2791011000036107|insulin glulisine| OR 

 << 2834011000036102|insulin isophane bovine| 
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  )) 

OR 

((^ 929360041000036105|Trade product pack reference set| OR 

  ^ 929360051000036108|Containered trade product pack reference set|) : 30409011
000036107|has TPUU| = (* : << 700000081000036101|has intended active ingredient| 
= ( 

 << 2318011000036103|metformin| OR 

 << 2568011000036100|rosiglitazone| OR 

 << 2485011000036101|pioglitazone| OR 

 << 2169011000036101|glibenclamide| OR 

 << 2170011000036103|gliclazide| OR 

 << 2171011000036105|glimepiride| OR 

 << 2172011000036104|glipizide| OR 

 << 147651000036109|alogliptin| OR 

 << 929804011000036103|saxagliptin| OR 

 << 933240711000036108|linagliptin| OR 

 << 35844011000036101|sitagliptin| OR 

 << 85240011000036106|vildagliptin| OR 

 << 87461000036107|dapagliflozin| OR 

 << 147671000036104|canagliflozin| OR 

 << 682171000168108|empagliflozin| OR 

 << 1228601000168104|ertugliflozin| OR 

 << 2784011000036106|insulin detemir| OR 

 << 2815011000036106|insulin neutral human| OR 

 << 2790011000036100|insulin glargine| OR 

 << 2816011000036104|insulin isophane human| OR 

 << 2783011000036109|insulin aspart| OR 

 << 2837011000036108|insulin aspart protamine| OR 

 << 2817011000036101|insulin lispro protamine| OR 

 << 2828011000036106|insulin neutral bovine| OR 

 << 2785011000036105|insulin lispro| OR 

 << 1168621000168103|insulin degludec| OR 

 << 2791011000036107|insulin glulisine| OR 

 << 2834011000036102|insulin isophane bovine| 

  ))) 

OR 

(^ 929360081000036101|Medicinal product pack reference set| : 30348011000036104|
has MPUU| = (* : << 700000081000036101|has intended active ingredient| = ( 

 << 2318011000036103|metformin| OR 
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 << 2568011000036100|rosiglitazone| OR 

 << 2485011000036101|pioglitazone| OR 

 << 2169011000036101|glibenclamide| OR 

 << 2170011000036103|gliclazide| OR 

 << 2171011000036105|glimepiride| OR 

 << 2172011000036104|glipizide| OR 

 << 147651000036109|alogliptin| OR 

 << 929804011000036103|saxagliptin| OR 

 << 933240711000036108|linagliptin| OR 

 << 35844011000036101|sitagliptin| OR 

 << 85240011000036106|vildagliptin| OR 

 << 87461000036107|dapagliflozin| OR 

 << 147671000036104|canagliflozin| OR 

 << 682171000168108|empagliflozin| OR 

 << 1228601000168104|ertugliflozin| OR 

 << 2784011000036106|insulin detemir| OR 

 << 2815011000036106|insulin neutral human| OR 

 << 2790011000036100|insulin glargine| OR 

 << 2816011000036104|insulin isophane human| OR 

 << 2783011000036109|insulin aspart| OR 

 << 2837011000036108|insulin aspart protamine| OR 

 << 2817011000036101|insulin lispro protamine| OR 

 << 2828011000036106|insulin neutral bovine| OR 

 << 2785011000036105|insulin lispro| OR 

 << 1168621000168103|insulin degludec| OR 

 << 2791011000036107|insulin glulisine| OR 

 << 2834011000036102|insulin isophane bovine| 

  ))) 

 

Example 2: Cardiovascular disease 

Cardiovascular diseases may be inferred by referencing concepts drawn from Procedures, where 
these procedures indicate that the Patient underwent some form of cardiovascular treatment, 
intervention or surgery using the procedure history. 

Common procedures that can be used to infer diagnosis of cardiovascular disease include: 

• Coronary artery bypass graft 

• Aortic aneurysm repair 

• Open heart surgery 
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• Percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty 

• Transplantation of heart 

• Angioplasty 

• Coronary artery stent 

• Coronary endarterectomy 

• Percutaneous Transluminal angioplasty 

 

To identify all the associated SNOMED CT concepts and their more specific descendants, the 
identified procedures can be translated into an ECL query to create an aggregation of all SNOMED 
codes.  

ECL query below returns 522 procedure codes (May 2019): 

(<< 232717009|Coronary artery bypass graft|  

 OR << 233370007|Aortic aneurysm repair|  

 OR << 2598006|Open heart surgery|  

 OR << 418285008|Angioplasty of blood vessel|  

 OR << 705643001|Coronary artery stent|  

 OR << 5431005|Percutaneous transluminal angioplasty|) 

 

The results of the ECL query can then be used to identify any patient who with a history of these 
procedures and are likely to have a cardiovascular disease.  

 

While proxy indicators can seem useful along the journey towards improving data quality and for 
recalling patients that might otherwise miss out, the goal is to support clinicians in recording a 
structured diagnosis in the record, as there are limitations and cautions in using proxy indicators.  

1. Proxy indicators have been developed opportunistically, as specific use cases for specific 
conditions arise, rather than systematically. This makes it difficult to create a 
comprehensive catalogue of indicators. 

2. Proxy indicators are not always suitable for data analytics such as trend analysis or relative 
distributions due to the potential incompleteness of indicators for disease of interest as 
biasing of data/cherry picking can occur. 

3. At this stage it is not known whether incompleteness in a record will influence the utility of 
this proxy indicator approach.  It may be the case that records that lack a coded and 
specific diagnosis also lack other data items such as procedures or history as well; the 
missingness may be a more pervasive data quality issue and not one that is peculiar to the 
documentation of diagnosis data element only. 
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4. The degree of specificity able to be inferred from these indicators can be inconsistent as 
medications, procedures and diagnostic indicators can be used for a variety of on-label and 
off-label indications in a variety of different combinations. 

5. Maintenance of these queries is another important consideration. Ranges or thresholds of 
test results can change over time, so care needs to be taken when dealing with historical 
data. Also, as there are changes, queries need to be updated to reflect new guidelines, 
medications or procedures that are developed. 

6. Maps between non-SNOMED concepts and these query specifications will be required for 
non-standard systems (where data is not encoded in SNOMED natively and where free text 
entries are pervasive). AI/NLP or mapping requirements may significantly the cost/benefit 
ratio of this proxy indicator approach, even in a near- to mid-term period. 

 

Proxy indicators should be used as a technique of ‘last resort’ or, at best, as a very short term and 
intermediate approach to data analytics on primary care data collections. The use of proxy 
indicators does not solve the ‘low data quality’ problem, it merely compensates for or masks poor 
data quality. 
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7 Conclusion 

As the uptake of SNOMED CT by practice management and clinical information systems continues, 
there will be an increase in volume of SNOMED CT codes. This adoption comes with increased 
opportunity to extract data to be used meaningfully downstream for a variety of use cases which 
could never be done before, for example as clinicians are entering information in coded data and 
vitals being recorded in a standard coded way, real time decision support and analytics could be 
developed, truly creating a learning healthcare system. 

Analytics directly with SNOMED CT, rather than developing and maintaining maps to existing 
classifications and groupings, allows flexibility and a more cost-effective way for users to build 
techniques to meet their own use cases without having to use proxies or adapt non-use case 
specific tools to meet data requirements. 

Reporting categories using SNOMED CT for specific national use cases should be developed and 
published by national governing agencies for data collection of interest to create standard 
definitions of cohorts to be used by vendors and other users when collecting data for secondary 
use. This would also create transparency for other data users who may be trying to reuse for other 
purposes. 

Standardised national reporting categories would be a useful starting point for local users who had 
need to develop their own reporting categories. The national reporting categories could be further 
refined to meet bespoke local categories.  

As SNOMED CT is being increasingly used in various sectors in the health system (acute, primary, 
allied etc) to improve quality of data and for interoperability, it is important that techniques for 
analytics are developed and understood by downstream users of the data. The richness and 
specificity of SNOMED CT that can be recorded by clinicians at the point of care in a structured and 
coded, machine readable way unlocks data that has never been easily accessible. Combined with a 
structured and standardised information model and technologies such as ECL and FHIR, data users 
will be able to query data to answer questions or identify cohorts that are specific to them. 
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Appendix 

Name URI Description 

Exemplar Aggregation 
Type 1 Diabetes 
Mellitus codes 

https://primarycare.ontoserver.csiro.au/fhir/ValueSet/exemplar-
aggregation-type-1-diabetes-mellitus-codes 

This is an exemplar aggregation value set for Type 1 Diabetes 
Mellitus codes. It includes 46635009|Type 1 diabetes mellitus| and 
its descendants 

Exemplar Aggregation 
Type 2 Diabetes 
Mellitus codes 

https://primarycare.ontoserver.csiro.au/fhir/ValueSet/exemplar-
aggregation-type-2-diabetes-mellitus-codes 

This is an exemplar aggregation value set for Type 1 Diabetes 
Mellitus codes. It includes 44054006|Type 2 diabetes mellitus| and 
its descendants 

Exemplar Aggregation 
Gestational Diabetes 
Mellitus codes 

https://primarycare.ontoserver.csiro.au/fhir/ValueSet/exemplar-
aggregation-gestational-diabetes-mellitus-codes 

This is an exemplar aggregation value set for Gestational Diabetes 
Mellitus codes. It includes 11687002|Gestational diabetes mellitus| 
and all its descendants 

Exemplar Aggregation 
Diabetic Complication 
codes 

https://primarycare.ontoserver.csiro.au/fhir/ValueSet/exemplar-
aggregation-diabetic-complication-codes 

This is an exemplar aggregation value set for diabetic complications. 
It includes concepts that are descendants of 73211009|Diabetes 
mellitus| AND 74627003|Diabetic complication| but are not 
descendants of 46635009|Type 1 diabetes mellitus| OR 
44054006|Type 2 diabetes mellitus| OR 11687002|Gestational 
diabetes mellitus|. 

Exemplar Aggregation 
Diabetes Codes – other 
Alternate name: 
Diabetes mellitus NOT 
type 1, type 2 or 
gestational diabetes 
mellitus, or diabetic 
complications 

https://primarycare.ontoserver.csiro.au/fhir/ValueSet/exemplar-
aggregation-diabetes-codes-other 

This is an exemplar aggregation value set for diabetes mellitus 
codes. It includes concepts that are descendants of 
73211009|Diabetes mellitus| but are not descendants of 
46635009|Type 1 diabetes mellitus| OR 44054006|Type 2 diabetes 
mellitus| OR 11687002|Gestational diabetes mellitus| OR 
74627003|Diabetic complication|. 

Exemplar Aggregation 
Hypertension codes 

https://primarycare.ontoserver.csiro.au/fhir/ValueSet/exemplar-
aggregation-hypertension-codes 

This is an exemplar aggregation value set for hypertension codes. It 
includes 38341003 |Hypertension| and all its descendants 

Exemplar Aggregation 
Atrial Fibrillation codes 

https://primarycare.ontoserver.csiro.au/fhir/ValueSet/exemplar-
aggregation-atrial-fibrillation-codes 

This is an exemplar aggregation value set for atrial fibrillation codes. 
It includes 49436004 |Atrial fibrillation| and all its descendants 

Exemplar Aggregation 
Ischaemic Heart Disease 
codes 

https://primarycare.ontoserver.csiro.au/fhir/ValueSet/exemplar-
aggregation-ischaemic-heart-disease-codes 

This is an exemplar aggregation value set for ischaemic heart 
disease codes. It includes 414545008|Ischaemic heart disease| and 
all its descendants 

Exemplar Aggregation 
Congestive Heart 
Failure codes 

https://primarycare.ontoserver.csiro.au/fhir/ValueSet/exemplar-
aggregation-congestive-heart-failure-codes 

This is an exemplar aggregation value set for congestive heart 
failure codes. It includes 42343007|Congestive heart failure| and all 
its descendants 

Exemplar Aggregation 
Stroke codes 

https://primarycare.ontoserver.csiro.au/fhir/ValueSet/exemplar-
aggregation-stroke-codes 

This is an exemplar aggregation value set for stroke codes. It 
includes 230690007|Stroke| and all its descendants 

Exemplar Aggregation 
Angina codes 

https://primarycare.ontoserver.csiro.au/fhir/ValueSet/exemplar-
aggregation-angina-codes 

This is an exemplar aggregation value set for angina codes. It 
includes 194828000|Angina| and all its descendants 

Exemplar Aggregation 
Coronary 
Arteriosclerosis codes 

https://primarycare.ontoserver.csiro.au/fhir/ValueSet/exemplar-
aggregation-coronary-arteriosclerosis-codes 

This is an exemplar aggregation value set for coronary 
arteriosclerosis codes. It includes 53741008|Coronary 
arteriosclerosis| and all its descendants 

Exemplar Aggregation 
Myocardial Infarction 
codes 

https://primarycare.ontoserver.csiro.au/fhir/ValueSet/exemplar-
aggregation-myocardial-infarction-codes 

This is an exemplar aggregation value set for myocardial infarction 
codes. It includes 22298006|Myocardial infarction| and all its 
descendants 

Exemplar Aggregation 
Heart Failure codes 

https://primarycare.ontoserver.csiro.au/fhir/ValueSet/exemplar-
aggregation-heart-failure-codes 

This is an exemplar aggregation value set for heart failure codes. It 
includes 84114007|Heart failure| and all its descendants 

Exemplar Aggregation 
Mitral Valve 
Regurgitation codes 

https://primarycare.ontoserver.csiro.au/fhir/ValueSet/exemplar-
aggregation-mitral-valve-regurgitation-codes 

This is an exemplar aggregation value set for mitral valve 
regurgitation codes. It includes 48724000|Mitral valve 
regurgitation| and all its descendants 

Exemplar Aggregation 
Inflammatory Heart 
Disease codes 

https://primarycare.ontoserver.csiro.au/fhir/ValueSet/exemplar-
aggregation-inflammatory-heart-disease-codes 

This is an exemplar aggregation value set for inflammatory heart 
disease codes. It includes descendants of 64572001|Disease| that 
have a finding site of any type of 80891009|Heart structure| AND 
an associated morphology of any type of 23583003|Inflammation| 

Exemplar Aggregation 
Peripheral Vascular 
Disease codes 

https://primarycare.ontoserver.csiro.au/fhir/ValueSet/exemplar-
aggregation-peripheral-vascular-disease-codes 

This is an exemplar aggregation value set for peripheral vascular 
disease codes. It includes 400047006|Peripheral vascular disease| 
and all its descendants 

Exemplar Aggregation 
Aortic Aneurysm codes 

https://primarycare.ontoserver.csiro.au/fhir/ValueSet/exemplar-
aggregation-aortic-aneurysm-codes 

This is an exemplar aggregation value set for aortic aneurysm codes. 
It includes 67362008|Aortic aneurysm| and all its descendants 

Exemplar Aggregation 
Cardiac Arrhythmia 
codes 

https://primarycare.ontoserver.csiro.au/fhir/ValueSet/exemplar-
aggregation-cardiac-arrhythmia-codes 

This is an exemplar aggregation value set for cardiac arrhythmia 
codes. It includes 698247007|Cardiac arrhythmia| and all its 
descendants 

Exemplar Aggregation 
Raised Cholesterol 
codes 

https://primarycare.ontoserver.csiro.au/fhir/ValueSet/exemplar-
aggregation-raised-cholesterol-codes 

This is an exemplar aggregation value set for raised cholesterol 
codes. It includes 166830008|Serum cholesterol raised| and all its 
descendants 
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Exemplar Aggregation 
Cardiovascular Codes – 
other 
Alternative name: 
Cardiovascular codes 
NOT hypertension, 
atrial fibrillation, 
ischaemic heart disease, 
congestive heart failure, 
stroke, angina, coronary 
arteriosclerosis, 
myocardial infarction, 
peripheral vascular 
disease, aortic 
aneurysm, cardiac 
arrhythmia, raised 
cholesterol, 
inflammatory heart 
disease 

https://primarycare.ontoserver.csiro.au/fhir/ValueSet/exemplar-
aggregation-cardiovascular-codes-other 

This is an exemplar aggregation value set for cardiovascular codes. 
It includes concepts that are descendants of 
49601007|Cardiovascular disease| but are not descendants of 
38341003|Hypertension| OR 49436004|Atrial fibrillation| OR 
414545008|Ischaemic heart disease| OR 42343007|Congestive 
heart failure| OR 230690007|Stroke| OR 194828000|Angina| OR 
53741008|Coronary arteriosclerosis| OR 22298006|Myocardial 
infarction| OR 400047006|Peripheral vascular disease| OR 
67362008|Aortic aneurysm| OR 698247007|Cardiac arrhythmia| 
OR 166830008|Serum cholesterol raised| OR 64572001|Disease| 
that have a finding site of any type of 80891009|Heart structure| 
AND an associated morphology of any type of 
23583003|Inflammation| 

Exemplar Aggregation 
Administrative 
Procedure codes 

https://primarycare.ontoserver.csiro.au/fhir/ValueSet/exemplar-
aggregation-administrative-procedure-codes-other 

This is an exemplar aggregation value set for administrative 
procedure codes. It includes concepts that are descendants of 
14734007|Administrative procedure| OR 386053000|Evaluation 
procedure| OR 119270007|Management procedure| OR 
17636008|Specimen collection| OR 700274009|Referral for 
procedure| OR 409073007|Education|OR 389084004|Staff related 
procedure|) but are not descendants of 363679005|Imaging| OR 
387713003|Surgical procedure| OR 243120004|Regimes and 
therapies| 

Exemplar Aggregation 
Non-Administrative 
Procedure codes 

https://primarycare.ontoserver.csiro.au/fhir/ValueSet/exemplar-
aggregation-non-administrative-procedure-codes-other 

This is an exemplar aggregation value set for non-administrative 
procedure codes. It includes all concepts from the Procedure 
foundation reference set except for those included in the 
Administrative procedures value set 

Exemplar Quality 
Indicators Type 1 and 2 
Diabetes Mellitus codes 

https://primarycare.ontoserver.csiro.au/fhir/ValueSet/exemplar-
quality-indicators-type-1-type-2-diabetes-mellitus-codes 

This is an exemplar value set for type 1 diabetes mellitus and type 2 
diabetes mellitus codes. It includes 46635009|Type 1 diabetes 
mellitus| and all of its descendants, as well as 44054006|Type 2 
diabetes mellitus| and all of its descendants 

Exemplar Quality 
Indicators Influenza 
Vaccine Products 2017 
2018 codes 

https://primarycare.ontoserver.csiro.au/fhir/ValueSet/exemplar-
quality-indicators-influenza-vaccine-product-2017-2018-codes 

This is an exemplar value set to identify 2017 and 2018 vaccine 
products in AMT. It cincludes TPP, CTPP and MPPs. 

Exemplar Quality 
Indicators COPD codes 

https://primarycare.ontoserver.csiro.au/fhir/ValueSet/exemplar-
quality-indicators-copd-codes 

This is an exemplar aggregation value set for COPD codes. It 
includes 13645005|COPD| and all its descendants 

Exemplar Indicators for 
Inferred Diagnosis 
Diabetes Medications 
codes 

https://primarycare.ontoserver.csiro.au/fhir/ValueSet/exemplar-
indicators-for-inferred-diagnosis-diabetes-medication-codes 

This is an exemplar value set to identify diabetic medications in 
AMT that can be used in combination with other information infer a 
diagnosis of diabetes mellitus. It includes any medications which 
contain metformin, rosiglitazone, pioglitazone, glibenclamide, 
gliclazide, glimepiride, glipizide, alogliptin, saxaglipitin, linagliptin, 
sitagliptin, vildagliptin, dapagliflozin, canagliflozin, empagliflozin, 
ertugliflozin, or insulin 

Exemplar Indicators for 
Inferred Diagnosis 
Cardiovascular 
Procedures codes 

https://primarycare.ontoserver.csiro.au/fhir/ValueSet/exemplar-
indicators-for-inferred-diagnosis-cardiovascular-procedure-
codes 

This is an exemplar value set of cardiovascular procedures which 
can be used to infer chronic cardiovascular disease. It includes 
232717009|Coronary artery bypass graft|, 233370007|Aortic 
aneurysm repair|, 2598006|Open heart surgery|, 
418285008|Angioplasty of blood vessel, 705643001|Coronary 
artery stent|, 5431005|Percutaneous transluminal angioplasty| and 
on all of their descendants. 
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